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(54) SWITCH AND PROGRAM

(57) A disclosed switch includes: plural ports each of
which is connected to another apparatus; a determination
unit that determines, for each of the plural ports, whether
the port is connected to one of plural switches integrated

logically; and a setting unit that sets, for each of the plural
ports, a port type or propriety of use based on a result of
determination by the determination unit.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This technique relates to a technique for setting
switches automatically.

Background Technology

[0002] In a cloud service realized in recent data centers
or the like, a large number of servers are deployed, and
server resources are shared with a large number of cus-
tomers. Therefore, also in a network directly connected
to a large number of servers that has been arranged, a
redundant network is to be constructed by arranging a
large number of switches and setting plural routes to in-
crease bandwidth.
[0003] Because a switch at the previous stage of a
server is in a network of layer 2, when the redundant
network is constructed as it is by setting plural routes,
loop configuration occurs. Therefore, it is considered to
use STP (Spanning Tree Protocol) or the like. However,
when using STP, there is a problem that it is impossible
to increase bandwidth because the redundant routes are
blocked and cannot be used for communication. There-
fore, a switch which is called a Fabric switch has ap-
peared, in which the same kind of plural switches are
logically integrated. The Fabric switch can use plural lines
as redundant routes by exchanging states inside. By do-
ing so, it becomes possible to construct a redundant net-
work with wide bandwidth without using STP. Here, Fab-
ric represents a network that is constructed by Fabric
switches.
[0004] In switches included in a Fabric, ports connect-
ing to other switches (hereinafter referred to as inner
ports) and ports connecting to servers, terminals and oth-
er network apparatuses (hereinafter referred to as outer
ports) are physically fixed or are defined for each port
(an inner port or an outer port is defined for each port),
and it is general to construct the Fabric based on them
because this Fabric switch logically and virtually inte-
grates plural switches into one.
[0005] For example, as illustrated in FIG. 1, switches
1 to 6 are Fabric switches, and a Fabric is constructed
by these switches. The switches 1 and 2 are connected
to a core network, and the switches 3 to 6 are connected
to servers or storages. The switches 1 to 6 are connected
to each other. Then, a port illustrated by a circle on each
switch represents an outer port connected to the core
network or the servers, and a port illustrated by a quad-
rilateral on each switch represents an inner port connect-
ing between the Fabric switches.
[0006] This is because plural lines are effectively used
between inner ports, and an inner port is shown as a
special interface for exchanging information inside while
an outer port is shown as an ordinary switch port.
[0007] However, in a Fabric switch that physically dis-
tinguishes an inner port from an outer port, it becomes

impossible not only to operate the Fabric switch but also
to construct Fabric when external apparatuses are con-
nected to inner ports, or other Fabric switches are con-
nected to outer ports, namely, when wrong connections
occur. In the example illustrated in FIG. 2, it is impossible
for the switch 6 to communicate with switches 1 and 2
and to join in the Fabric, because the outer ports of the
switch 6 is connected to the switch 1 and 2 that are other
Fabric switches. The same is true in a case where a port
to be set as an inner port is set as an outer port in the
switch 6. It takes time to investigate and to handle such
connection errors and setting errors.
[0008] Moreover, in a Fabric switch whose port is set
as an inner port or an outer port by a definition, a setting
of an inner port or an outer port is carried out individually
according to configuration. For example, when all ports
are set as inner ports by default, it is impossible to com-
municate even if the ports are connected to external ap-
paratuses or the like because they are not outer ports.
For example, as illustrated in FIG. 3, it is impossible to
communicate as it is because the ports included in the
port group A of the switches 1 and 2, which is connected
to the core network, and the ports included in the port
group B of the switches 3 to 6, which is connected to the
servers, are initially set as inner ports. Therefore, initial
setting processing becomes complex because the set-
ting of the ports of the switches 1 to 6 are changed.
[0009] Furthermore, when the ports are defined as out-
er ports although physical connections between ports
were carried out as inner ports (namely, when wrong set-
ting occurs), it means direct connection between ports in
the same switch because Fabric is logically considered
to be one switch. In other words, a loop of layer 2 occurs,
and it is impossible to stop the loop until the connections
are removed, or the definition is modified. Moreover,
when lines are connected between the outer ports due
to connection error or the like although ports are set as
outer ports and are scheduled to connect to external ap-
paratuses as illustrated by thick line arrows in FIG. 4 (that
is, when wrong connection occurs), aloop occurs simi-
larly and it influences communication performance in
Fabric.
[0010] When Fabric switch is applied to a large scale
system, the number of switches increases, and a possi-
bility of wrong connection and definition errors dramati-
cally increase. Then, it is a big problem for construction
of a system if the loop occurs due to the wrong connection
or the definition error and a state of no communication
continues for a long time by them, because it is difficult
to check the Fabric.
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Publication No. 11-252181
Patent Document 2: Japanese Laid-open Patent
Publication No. 2000-196626

Summary of the Invention

Object to be solved by the Invention

[0012] Therefore, as one aspect, an object of this tech-
nique is to provide a technique for automating setting of
Fabric switches.

Means for solving the Problem

[0013] A switch includes relating to this technique in-
cludes: (A) plural ports each of which is connected to
another apparatus; (B) a determination unit that deter-
mines, for each of the plural ports, whether the port is
connected to one of plural switches integrated logically;
and (C) a setting unit that sets, for each of the plural ports,
a port type or propriety of use based on a result of deter-
mination by the determination unit.

Brief description of the drawings

[0014]

FIG. 1 is a diagram explaining Fabric;
FIG. 2 is a diagram explaining a conventional prob-
lem;
FIG. 3 is a diagram explaining a conventional prob-
lem;
FIG. 4 is a diagram explaining a conventional prob-
lem;
FIG. 5 is a diagram explaining operation of this em-
bodiment;
FIG. 6 is a diagram explaining operation of this em-
bodiment;
FIG. 7 is a diagram depicting configuration of a Fabric
switch relating to this embodiment;
FIG. 8 is a diagram depicting an example of a port
type setting;
FIG. 9 is a diagram depicting an example of a setting
policy when a definition conflict occurs;
FIG. 10 is a diagram depicting a processing flow for
operation of a Fabric switch relating to this embodi-
ment;
FIG. 11 is a diagram depicting a processing flow for
operation of a Fabric switch relating to this embodi-
ment; and
FIG. 12 is a functional block diagram for a case that
a switch is implemented by a computer.

Mode for carrying out the invention

[0015] In embodiments of this technique, after the
switches 1 to 6 which are Fabric switches are physically
connected to each other, or the setting of the switches

is changed, the switches 1 to 6 confirm whether a con-
nection destination of each port is a Fabric switch or not
in spite of the port setting as schematically illustrated by
an array of FIG. 5. Then, because it is possible to confirm
that the connection destination of a port group E of the
switches 1 and 2 and the connection destination of a port
group F of the switches 3 to 6 are the Fabric switches,
the ports are set as inner ports. If the ports are originally
set as inner ports, the port groups E and F shift to a usable
state.
[0016] On the other hand, because it is confirmed that
the connection destination of a port group C including
ports of the switches 1 and 2, which is connected to the
core network, and the connection destination of a port
group D including ports of the switches 3 to 6, which is
connected to the servers and similar, are not the Fabric
switches, they are set as outer ports. It means a shift
from the state of FIG. 5 to the state of FIG. 6. If the ports
are originally set as outer ports, the port groups C and D
shift to a usable state.
[0017] When each port is set as an inner port or an
outer port in advance and a port type that is different from
the port type set in advance is identified, the port may be
set as it is identified, or blocking (namely, an unusable
state) may be set. When a port is identified as an outer
port although the port is set as an inner port and when a
case that a port is identified as an inner port although the
port is set as an outer port, the port may be set as it is
identified or the blocking may be set by a different policy.
[0018] In the following, configuration and operation of
a Fabric switch to execute such operation will be specif-
ically explained.
[0019] FIG. 7 illustrates an example of configuration of
a Fabric switch 100 relating to this embodiment. The Fab-
ric switch 100 includes a controller 110, a memory 120,
switch hardware 130, and ports 1 to n. The controller 110
controls whole of the Fabric switch 100 including the
switch hardware 130, and includes a determination unit
111 that executes determination processing for a port
type and a setting unit 112 that executes setting process-
ing for a port through the switch hardware 130. The con-
troller 110 is realized by a combination of a processor
and programs, for example. In this case, the programs
stored in the memory 120 or other ROMs (Read Only
Memory) are executed by the processor, and the con-
troller 110 is realized. The memory 120 stores data or
the like used in processing executed by the controller
110.
[0020] The switch hardware 130 is a semiconductor
apparatus that communicates with other Fabric switches
by its original format and that relays frames between
ports. The ports 1 to n are connected with cables that
connect other Fabric switches, external networks, serv-
ers, or the like.
[0021] Next, by using FIGs. 8 to 11, detail of the
processing executed by the Fabric switch 100 relating to
this embodiment will be explained.
[0022] For example, this processing is executed when
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the Fabric switch 100 is booted. However, when only a
specified port is made to be in a state of link up, or when
a definition of a port type is changed for only the specified
port, this processing is executed for the specified port.
[0023] For example, assume that ports are set as illus-
trated in FIG. 8. A port type is set for each port as illus-
trated in the example of FIG. 8. For example, there are
not only a case that a port type is directly set for each
port of the ports 1 to n but also a case that the same data
as the example of FIG. 8 is stored in the memory 120.
Furthermore, a setting about whether actual connections
are prioritized or the blocking is set when a port which
has been defined as an inner port is identified as an outer
port (namely, whenadefinition conflict occurs) and a set-
ting about whether actual connection is prioritized or the
blocking is set when a port which has been defined as
an outer port is identified as an inner port (namely, whe-
nadefinition conflict occurs) are stored in the memory 120
as illustrated in FIG. 9.
[0024] Then, the controller 110 causes each port on
the Fabric switch 100 to be in a state of link up through
the switch hardware 130, transmits LLDP (Link Layer Dis-
covery Protocol) frame to each port, and obtains address-
es of adjacent apparatuses connected to each port (FIG.
10: step S1).
[0025] After that, the determination unit 111 included
in the controller 110 identifies an unprocessed port (step
S3), and transmits an inquiry about whether it is a Fabric
switch to the address obtained for the port by a format
interpretable by the Fabric switch (step S5) . As de-
scribed above, because the switch hardware 130 has a
function to communicate with other Fabric switches by
its original format, the determination unit 111 let the
switch hardware 130 to transmit the inquiry.
[0026] When a port for which the inquiry is transmitted
is connected to the Fabric switch, the Fabric switch which
is a connection destination receives the inquiry through
a pertinent port and the switch hardware 130, and the
controller 110 replies to the inquiry similarly through the
switch hardware 130 and the pertinent port.
[0027] Thus, although the Fabric switch can reply to
the inquiry when the port for which the inquiry is trans-
mitted is connected to the Fabric switch, apparatuses
other than the Fabric switch cannot reply to the inquiry
because the apparatuses cannot understand the inquiry.
Therefore, the determination unit 111 determines wheth-
er the reply to the inquiry from the identified port is ob-
tained (step S7). When it is determined that the reply is
not obtained within a predetermined time, the processing
shifts to the processing of FIG. 11 through a terminal A.
No reply means that the port is connected to an external
apparatuses that cannot understand the inquiry.
[0028] On the other hand, when it is determined that
the reply is obtained, the determination unit 111 deter-
mines whether a port type of the port for which the inquiry
is transmitted is defined as an outer port (step S8). Be-
cause obtaining the reply means that the port is connect-
ed to the Fabric switch, a definition conflict exists when

the port type is defined as an outer port.
[0029] When it is determined that the port type is de-
fined as an inner port (step S8: No route), the setting unit
112 sets the port for which the inquiry is transmitted as
a usable state as it is (step S17). Then, the processing
shifts to the step S15. In other words, the port is used as
an inner port. This means there was no problem for con-
nections, and the port can be used as it is.
[0030] On the other hand, when the port type is defined
as an outer port (step S8: Yes route), the setting unit 112
determines whether there’s a setting that the blocking is
set when a definition conflict for the outer port occurs
(step S9) . When it is determined that there’ s a setting
that the port is set according to the actual connections
without blocking (step S9: No route), the setting unit 112
changes the port type of the port for which the inquiry is
transmitted into an inner port (step S11). Thus, when a
conflict between the actual connections and the setting
occurs, the setting is preferably changed according to
the actual connections. Then, the processing shifts to the
step S15.
[0031] On the other hand, when it is determined that
there’s a setting that the blocking is set, the setting unit
112 set the port for which the inquiry is transmitted as a
blocking port (step S13). In other words, the port is set
as the unusable state. Because a problem like a loop can
occur when connections are wrong, the port is preferably
set as the blocking port. Then, the processing shifts to
the step S15.
[0032] Then, the determination unit 111 determines
whether there is an unprocessed port (step S15), and
the processing returns to the step S3 when it is deter-
mined that there is an unprocessed port. On the other
hand, when it is determined that there is no unprocessed
port, the processing ends.
[0033] Shifting to the explanation of the processing of
FIG. 11, the determination unit 111 determines whether
the port type of the port for which the inquiry is transmitted
is defined as an inner port (step S21). Because no reply
within the predetermined time means that the port is con-
nected to an external apparatus, a definition conflict ex-
ists when the port type is defined as an inner port.
[0034] When it is determined that the port type is de-
fined as an outer port (step S21: No route), the setting
unit 112 set the port for which the inquiry is transmitted
to a usable state as it is (step S23) . Then, the processing
returns to the step S15 of FIG. 10 through a terminal B.
[0035] On the other hand, when it is determined that
the port type is defined as an inner port (step S21: Yes
route), the setting unit 112 determines whether there’s a
setting that the blocking is set when a definition conflict
for the inner port occurs (step S25) . When it is deter-
mined that there’ s a setting that the port is set according
to the actual connection without blocking, the setting unit
112 changes the port type of the port for which the inquiry
is transmitted into an outer port (step S27) . Thus, when
the conflict between the actual connections and the set-
ting, the setting may preferably be changed according to
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the actual connection. Then, the processing shifts to the
step S15 of FIG. 10 through the terminal B.
[0036] On the other hand, when it is determined that
there’s a setting that the blocking is set, the setting unit
112 sets the port for which the inquiry is transmitted as
the blocking port (step S29) . In other words, the port is
set as an unusable state. Because there is a possibility
that a problem like a loop occurs when connections are
wrong, the port may preferably be set as the blocking
port. Then, the processing shifts to the step S15 of FIG.
10 through the terminal B.
[0037] By executing the processing as described
above, it is possible to automatically set a port type based
on actual connections regardless of initial setting.
[0038] In a network peripheral to servers deployed in
a data center and a network of a general server system,
the number of switches deployed on the preceding stage
of servers increases as the number of the servers which
have been deployed increases. Then, even if manage-
ment is simplified by logically showing a switch as a Fab-
ric switch, it takes time to detect a cause of a problem
and an introduction cost increases, because it is difficult
to decrease connection errors and port definition errors
and a system operates even if there are a few definition
errors. However, it becomes possible to reduce a cost
by executing the processing described above.
[0039] However, if the blocking is preferable when a
definition conflict occurs, it is possible to perform the
blocking. Furthermore, setting may preferably be per-
formed based only on actual connections. Furthermore,
other method than the method as described above may
be used to confirm whether an adjacent apparatus is a
Fabric switch or not.
[0040] Although the embodiment of this technique was
explained above, this technique is not limited to those.
For example, the functional block diagram of the control-
ler 110 in the Fabric switch 100 is a mere example, and
the configuration in the functional block diagram does
not always correspond to actual program module config-
uration.
[0041] As for the processing flow, as long as the
processing results do not change, the turns of the steps
may be exchanged or the steps may be executed in par-
allel.
[0042] In addition, the aforementioned Fabric switch
100 is a computer apparatus as illustrated in FIG. 12, a
memory 2601, CPU 2603, Hard Disk Drive (HDD) 2605,
display controller 2607 to be coupled with a display de-
vice 2609, drive device 2613 for a removable disk 2611,
input unit 2615 and communication controllers 2617
(2617a to 2617c in FIG. 12) for coupling to a network
may be coupled with a bus 2619. Incidentally, according
to circumstances, the display controller 2607, display de-
vice 2609, drive device 2613 and input unit 2615 may
not be included. The OS and application programs for
carrying out a processing in these embodiments are
stored in the HDD 2605, and read out from the HDD 2605
to the memory 2601 when being executed by the CPU

2603. If necessary, the CPU 2603 controls the display
controller 2607, communication controller 2617 and drive
device 2613 to carry out necessary operations. Inciden-
tally, data that was inputted through any one of the com-
munication controllers 2617 is outputted through another
communication controller 2617. The CPU 2603 controls
the communication controllers 2617 to appropriately
switch output destinations. In addition, data during the
processing is stored in the memory 2601, and stored in
the HDD 2605 if necessary. In the embodiments of this
technique, the application programs for carrying out the
aforementioned processing are distributed by a compu-
ter-readable removable disk 2611 storing the application
programs, and the application programs are installed into
the HDD 2605 through the drive device 2613. The pro-
grams may be installed into the HDD 2605 through the
communication controller 2617 and the network such as
the Internet. Such a computer apparatus realizes the
aforementioned various functions by cooperating the
hardware such as the CPU 2603 , memory 2601 and the
like with the OS and the application programs if neces-
sary.
[0043] The aforementioned embodiment is summa-
rized as follows:
[0044] A switch relating to this embodiment includes:
a memory; and a processor configured to use the memory
and execute a process. And the process includes: deter-
mining, for each of plural ports each of which is connected
to another apparatus, whether the port is connected to
one of plural switches integrated logically; and setting,
for each of the plural ports, a port type or propriety of use
based on a result of the determining. By doing this, it
becomes possible to automate setting of a Fabric switch.
[0045] Moreover, the determining may include: trans-
mitting, for each of the plural ports, an inquiry that can
be interpreted by the plural switches integrated logically;
and determining, for each of the plural ports, whether a
reply to the inquiry was obtained. Because the Fabric
switch communicates using a predetermined format
among Fabric switches logically integrated, the Fabric
switch transmits the inquiry by the predetermined format.
Then, it becomes possible to distinguishbecause appa-
ratuses other than the Fabric switch cannot reply to the
inquiry.
[0046] Furthermore, the setting may include: setting a
port type of a first port for which the reply was obtained
as a first port type that is a port type of a port connected
to the plural switches integrated logically. Moreover, the
setting may include: setting a port type of a second port
for which the reply was not obtained as a second port
type that is a port type of a port connected to an external
apparatus or an external network. It becomes possible
to automatically set when it is preferable to set according
to actual connections. In other words, it becomes possi-
ble to avoid a problem on constructing the Fabric due to
definition errors and wrong connections, and to prevent
the loop occurring.
[0047] Furthermore, the setting may include: upon de-
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tecting that a port type of a first port for which the reply
was obtained is set as a first port type that is a port type
of a port connected to an external apparatus or an exter-
nal network, causing the first port to be in an unusable
state. Moreover, the setting may include: upon detecting
that a port type of a second port for which the reply was
not obtained is set as a second port type that is a port
type of a port connected to the plurality of switches inte-
grated logically in advance, causing the second port to
be in the unusable state. It becomes possible to avoid
errors on constructing the Fabric due to the wrong con-
nections and to prevent the loop occurring.
[0048] Moreover, the setting may include: upon detect-
ing that a port type of a first port for which the reply was
obtained is set as a first port type that is a port type of a
port connected to the plurality of switches integrated log-
ically in advance, causing the first port to be in an usable
state; and upon detecting that a port type of a second
port for which the reply was not obtained is set as a sec-
ond port type that is a port type of a port connected to an
external apparatus or an external network, causing the
second port to be in the usable state.
[0049] Incidentally, it is possible to create a program
causing a processor to execute the aforementioned
processing, and such a program is stored in a computer
readable storage medium or storage device such as a
flexible disk, CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, magneto-optic disk,
a semiconductor memory, and hard disk. In addition, the
intermediate processing result is temporarily stored in a
storage device such as a main memory or the like.

Claims

1. A switch, comprising:

a plurality of ports each of which is connected
to another apparatus;
a determination unit that determines, for eachof
the plurality of ports, whether the port is con-
nected to one of a plurality of switches integrated
logically; and
a setting unit that sets, for each of the plurality
of ports, a port type or propriety of use based on
a result of determination by the determination
unit.

2. The switch as set forth in claim 1, wherein the deter-
mination unit comprises:

transmitting, for each of the plurality of ports, an
inquiry that can be interpreted by the plurality of
switches integrated logically; and
determining, for each of the plurality of ports,
whether a reply to the inquiry was obtained.

3. The switch as set forth in claim 2, wherein the setting
comprises:

setting a port type of a first port for which the
reply was obtained as a first port type that is a
port type of a port connected to the plurality of
switches integrated logically.

4. The switch as set forth in claim 2 or 3, wherein the
setting comprises:

setting a port type of a second port for which the
reply was not obtained as a second port type
that is a port type of a port connected to an ex-
ternal apparatus or an external network.

5. The switch as set forth in claim 2, wherein the setting
comprises:

upon detecting that a port type of a first port for
which the reply was obtained is set as a first port
type that is a port type of a port connected to an
external apparatus or an external network, caus-
ing the first port to be in an unusable state.

6. The switch as set forth in claim 5, wherein the setting
comprises:

upon detecting that a port type of a second port
for which the reply was not obtained is set as a
second port type that is a port type of a port
connected to the plurality of switches integrated
logically in advance, causing the second port to
be in the unusable state.

7. The switch as set forth in claim 2, 5, or 6, wherein
the setting comprises:

upon detecting that a port type of a first port for
which the reply was obtained is set as a first port
type that is a port type of a port connected to the
plurality of switches integrated logically in ad-
vance, causing the first port to be in an usable
state; and
upon detecting that a port type of a second port
for which the reply was not obtained is set as a
second port type that is a port type of a port
connected to an external apparatus or an exter-
nal network, causing the second port to be in
the usable state.

8. A program for executing a process comprising:

determining, for each of a plurality of ports,
whether the port is connected to one of a plurality
of switches integrated logically; and
setting, for each of the plurality of ports, a port
type or propriety of use based on a result of the
determining.
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